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Make
America
Great

Mouse, Snow White, Santa
Claus, Captain America, Iron
man, Captain Crunch or

Ryde OR
DIE Ride

Now as an extra bonus
you won't need ya cell
phone cams. Dr. Bo Bo
already got you on tape,
the minute you get
strapped in. You'll be so
excited, you won't be able
to breathe.

(often called the
BLACK-OUT RIDE)
(latest, newest Ride)

After a ryde & die with
President Obama for 8 long
years, Dr. Bo Bo thought it
was time to give his Negroes
a special ride. THE MAKE
AMERICA GREAT RYDE
or DIE Ride! Now, on this
ride, either a White man or a
White woman straps you in
and places a pacifier in ya
mouth. It is mandatory that
you take the pacifier. Then
you are spun round and
round, until you get dizzy and
confused, but you go
nowhere! You can laugh,
pray and sing or you can cry
and moan, but you ain't going
nowhere! This is the ride of
rides. Ain't no Mickey

Just get in line, act like you
know and tighten up your
boot straps. Let a white
man or woman strap you
in. No pants on the ground
allowed and all half naked
butts must be washed
before taking a seat.
Thongs are allowed!

Dr. BO BO says "RYDE or

DIE!

Harry Potter. Ain't being
trapped & going in circles
some kind of fun?
This is one of them rides,
that no one died for you to
get on and you can judge
if it's evil or not so evil. Evil
is evil. Don't you wanna
have fun and play? Well
keep it real and Dr. Bo Bo
will keep it 100. For one
hundred dollars, Dr. Bo Bo
says you can ride for free
for a lifetime!.

You can be middle class,
lower class or classless.
Dr. Bo Bo don't care as
long as you obey and
recite the Constitution. No
rebellion, no rise up and
no struggle. You ryde or
die Shawty! You make
America great Yo!
Let your mind go free-less
and make believe. Pretend
you are in the Magic
Kingdom, the Epcot
center, Universal Studios,
Sea World or you are in a
Hollywood slave movie.
This is a family ride. We'll
make sure you all are
strapped down together
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and your minds are tied to
your behinds.
Now don't be surprised if
the White woman or White
man that straps you in,
don't come back later and
you and yours are the first
people thrown under the
bus.
One thing for sure...when
you get off this ride, you'll
know it's time to go home.

Previous Rides in Dr.
Bo Bo's Fun World

“WIGGA WAVE
MAKER”
This months’ discussion will be on
Jiggy depression. This form of
depression is when a person is sick
& tired of everyday life on the
plantations “do nothing jobs” and
they want to escape
The diagnosis is delusions of
grandeur (ego-trippin’) or frontin’
on Yo self. If you feel like you
liberated, but know you ain’t, you
could be suffering from Jiggy
depression.
Treatment: Take all your money
and credit cards and spend some
time at FUN WORLD! This
place will take all your blues away!
(PAID ADVERTISMENT)

DR. BO BO
For just $250, your whole family
can have the fun of a lifetime. We
have people gettin’ paid just for
grinnin’ in your face, people who
dress-up like cartoon characters and
people who get paid for saying,
”Have a nice day”.
For Yo money, you can all go in
the same entrance for free. For Yo

money you get all the death wish
rides for free. For Yo money, you
can laugh at Yo self for free. We
guarantee that everybody will love
this place. No health food allowed!
NO REFUNDS!!!
(END OF ADVERTISEMENT)
(NEW ADVERTISEMENT)
Now Dr. BO BO knows what effect
Jiggy depression can have on a
playa. If FUN WORLD doesn’t
have you feeling better, I still got
the cure. We will turn your
community into FUN LAND!.
We got home boys, gangstas and
thugs standing by with beepers, cell
phones and walkie-talkies for your
convenience. Some of my open-air
pharmacies have 24-hour drive thru
windows. We aim to please, serve
and sling! You can tweet, text, Face
book and Instagram non-stop.
We got old hippies and new hippies
standing by with boats, planes,
trains, trucks and cars for fast,
speedy delivery. We specialize in
suburbia deliveries. Nothing can
stop us from getting the goods
across the border or uptown baby!
If that doesn’t work, pick-up that
phone and we will have an
ambulance at your door in one to
three hours (depends on where you
are located). If you have the proper
insurance, I’m sure they will be
glad to turn the siren on. Don’t
worry, be happy!
My associates are standing by at
the hospital of your choice, waiting
to get paid. They will experiment,
operate and get a lot of practice on
you. You know we got them
painkillers for you Boo!
(END OF 2ND Advertisement)

10% discount on all FUN WORLD
tickets at all junk food stores and
their subsidiaries.
PAID FOR BY BO BO INC.

As a public service the government
is offering free, clean hypodermic

needles to help in the prevention
and spreading of HIV. Free rubbers
are being passed out for birth
control. We got it going on! Please
pass the word. For a limited time
only, there will be public
assistance.
CREDIT…FORGET IT!
Dr. BO BO knows Crack-Heads
don’t pay back!
You can only get high, off Dr. BO
BO’s Rides and Supply!

FUNNY GO
‘ROUND
(THE GENDER BLENDER)
Could Be Endorsed by
President Obama
Open year ‘round!
On this ride everybody gets to mix
and match their clothes. The boys
wear girls’ clothes and the girls,
they wear boys’ clothes. Everybody
jumps on the ride, gets strapped in
and the gay fun starts. You are so
tossed and turned, whipped and
dipped that you haven’t a clue what
gender you are anymore. If you got
yourself straight, you don’t get on
this ride, but if you feelin’ freaky,
you ride this joint to death.
Vendors with cameras and video
cams are standing by to catch all
the action. (Seems like Weird-O’s
always wanna be caught on tape!)
The good thing about this ride is
that now everybody knows who’s
funny! When you come into the
amusement park, this is always the
longest line. It’s nothing to see long
lines of funny & gay people,
waiting to get TOSSED UP!
Now this is a ride that President
Obama would endorse and take his
children and their gay friends in
school to see. This ride is gender
neutral and so will you, after taking
this ride for 8 years. The only thing
we want you to worry about is
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money, gas, housing, war,
terrorism, the stock market,
immigration, auto plants, the
middle class and virtual reality.
We’ll take care of your spirituality!
Dr. Bo Bo wants ya spirit! News
flash- No waiting in line for the
bathroom anymore. Dr, Bo Bo has
gender neutral bathrooms. Dr. Bo
Bo wants all the girls and boys to
be comfortable and not have any
gender concerns!

THE
CONDOLEEZZA
CRUISER
BOAT RIDE
Closed until 2018! Condo is
not giving White men rides
at the moment!

The
“OBAMANATOR”
On this ride you had best “Protect
Yourself At All Times”. This ride
is the WHITE MOTHER of all
rides. This ride will be the biggest
thrill ride yet, with more ups,
downs, turns, curbs, burns,
collisions, mishaps, bumps, lumps,
lynching, shoot-outs, high speeds
and plenty of sudden stops. You’re
gonna get exactly what you asked
for. King’s Dominion and Disney
World haven’t got anything
comparable to the
OBAMANATOR.

All tickets must be purchased
from the Twilight Zone Ticket
Booth, with Hail to the Chief
blaring on the loudspeakers. All
registered Democrats, Oprah
freaks and half-white people get
a colored stamp for “1” free ride,
but they must give up their
GETO PASS! On boarding this
ride, everybody gets to knock
down any old White women or

any old White men that tries to
get in your way. All boys, girls
and whatever’s must be
strapped tightly into their lockdown, marshal law seats. FDA
approved prescription
medications are allowed. As the
ride starts, it’s OK to close them
eyes, because you are trippin’ &
entering into the Black Hole of
Space & Time. When entering
the Black Hole, watch out for
that slow motion in the ocean,
the White man will still be in
charge. (Fun World is not liable
if you can’t handle dat Na Na
Whip) You stay in the Black
Hole for what seems like 4 long
years, until the water on the
Levee breaks again and then
you enter into the Land of NOD!
Now Dr. Bo Bo knows that it’s
not good business to give up too
much information about a ride,
because some of dem fools is
ryde or die or vote or die or
whatever. But the full time
consumers must experience
what hitting the bottom is like or
what getting to the peak is like
for themselves. Dr. Bo Bo wants
you on this ride. Do you have
another choice? There is no
crying in Fun World.
Warning: When this ride is over,
and it will end…you had best be
able to stop the fantasizing,
become an adult and fend for
self. Protect Ya Neck!
This message has been provided by
the Time for What Change Coalition!

“The BLACK
LAGOON
TERROR
TRIP”
Now the admission on this
awe inspiring, groundbreaking

ride is free for twenty years.
You and your family and
friends get a smooth ride on a
slow boat to Louisiana. This
ain’t no boring Carnival Cruise,
this really is the Good Ship

Lollipop, a roving, motion
based vehicle! You get to sit
and watch as “silk stocking”
talking legs, and “3 piece
designer suit” talking heads

from BP and the U.S.
government, fiendishly razzledazzle the good people of the
Gulf Coast with bull shyt and
prepare to sucker them for
years to come. Most every
smooth talker will be White,
have sun tans and will speak
with such good speech and
grammar, that they will
astonish you and make you
want to throw up. This
experience will be mindaltering, because you won’t
know what to expect next. Not
to worry, breath mints on this
battle ship are free.
.
You’ll get a chance up close
and kind of personal on 3-D
high def television, to witness
the “experts” sprout off a
bunch of theories, straight
out lies and hypocritical
nonsense, as they get paid.
This is some real life drama
and reality! This will be one of
Imagineering crowning
achievements. As you are
placed at the center of the
action, you, your family and
friends will be able to analyze
even more bull shyt, as this
journey will become a
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psychological thrill ride
second to none.
Now as you get deep into this
premier ride, you leave the
pontificating bull-shytters far
behind and you will have to put
on hazmat gear, as the smell
and fumes from BP’s oil

gusher & chemical (cancer
causing) bombs is toxic &
hazardous to your health. You
will get a chance to see and
touch the dead fowl, dead
fish, trapped dying birds,
choking fish and any trapped
mammals or reptiles that come
anywhere near shore or the
slime. This just might be the
most touching and treasured
memories of your lifetime. You
might actually see President
Obama smack somebody or
stick a foot up some azz. You’ll
get a firsthand look at all the
confused volunteers trying to
clean up and all the carpet
baggers getting paid big bucks
for taking advantage of the
messed-up situation. You’ll see
and hear Tea-Baggers change
their tunes as they beg and
plea to President Obama for
Big Government help /
affirmative action. You’ll see
Tea Baggers, Democrats,
Republicans, Independents,
bums, hobos and whoever
demanding that BP give them
welfare checks, because they
feel entitled, privileged and
guaranteed to a decent living.
Be prepared to see the panic
in people’s eyes as they see
their way of life disappear
forever and ever!
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Now you might be thinking
that a bunch of oil coming out
of the Earth is the Black
Lagoon. Hell No! Dr. Bo Bo
don’t play that! People actually
died because of this fiasco
and Bo Bo Inc is respectful of
their families. The Black
Lagoon is watching a bunch of
slick talking, uneducated fools,
once again making monkeys out
of an unsuspecting public. The
public gets oil thrown into
their faces & eyes and this
mess is soon forgotten and
slips into the

BLACK

LAGOON! That’s why the
admission is free for twenty
years. Some White experts
will constantly be telling you
for twenty years that the
shyt is being cleaned up. You
can believe that if you want
to, but this is one ride, you
won’t want to miss. When we
get back to shore, we’ll have
ourselves a Cajun style shindig
luau fish fry, some shrimp,
some lobster and some roast
duck. Just don’t ask where it
came from. For dessert, of
course, we will have ice cream
and lots of waffles. We must
have waffling! Everybody has
gots to make a living, don’t ya
know!

WIGGA
WAVE MAKER
(No Negroes Allowed!)
On this ride everyone rides
for free except for the Negro.
Negroes are not allowed to

make waves. On this ride
everybody gets pumped up,
shakes their fists and do what
they gotta do to thrive, make
strides and survive. The
Negro has not been allowed
to do that since poor Black
people rebelled back in the
60’s. On this ride, everybody
that thinks they have been
dissed…starts a rebellion, a
revolution or their own party!
Whatever! Act like you know
Yo! Each rider must present
their birth certificate, signed
by Jesus Christ!
Now you know that Mr. Boo
Bo ain’t racist and Mr. Bo Bo
always does right by his
Negroes. So to even things
out, Mr. Bo Bo is going to
give every Negro, that’s
right, every Negro a lollipop.
Dr. Bo Bo don’t want
Negroes to feel like suckers,
Mr. Bo Bo wants them to be
suckers!
This ride starts out just like a
bumper car. You pump your
fist and the car throws you
from side to side and you run
your car into any and
everybody that gets in your
way. White people are
allowed to scream, whine and
holler more than anybody
else. They recon they are all
privileged or chosen people
anyway. They get a chance to
tea party splash and middle
class bounce all over
everybody else on the
planet’s ass. The key to this
ride is that you can “spit” and
do “shyt” to anybody you
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feel like it, with no
repercussions! Now you
know why White people
stand in line in their bare feet
for hours just to get on this
ride. Asians, Middle
Easterners, Far Easterners,
Lower Easterners and Upper
Easterners are all invited, as
long as they go along with
the programs of the West.
They all can ride this ride to
hell too. Hear tell that even
President Obama has been
invited to FUN WORLD to
get on this ride and to accept
another Nobel Peace prize.
This ride is just what Wiggas
need to keep them occupied
& satisfied!!!! Get on the ride
Gus or Tomahawk missiles
are coming your way.
You get the idea. If you ain’t
on this ride…you are the
people that are going to get
“BANGED” by everybody
else. No Negroes allowed!
Enjoy!
MADD PEACE! DR. BO BO
This article is paid for by Dr. Bo Bo and his
corporate sponsors. The names are hidden to
protect the guilty!

Remember the boycott of
Florida? No you don't,
because you went anyway.
Now put your children and
grandchildren on the "Make
America Great RYDE or Die
Ride." From sun up to sun
down, you just paying the
price for your play!
Nobody takes you serious!
DR. Bo Bo's FUN WORLD is
open 24/7/365
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AUTHENTIC
AFRICAN
OR NOT
(Just Break Free)
The Nubian Staff

Network thinks that beats
walking around in
Eurocentric attire inspired by
Betsy Ross or Tommy
Hilfiger.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Most Africans in America
wear European clothes and
body adornments to be
accepted. When anybody
tries to switch up and wear
something inspired by
African visions, somebody
wearing or sporting a
European cap, perhaps
European tennis shoes,
maybe a European designer
suit, some European stocking
or maybe some European lip
gloss, criticizes to try to tell
those who are trying to break
free, that what they are
wearing is not authentic
African. They open their
English inspired mouth with
English words and European
inspired visions to let them
know they better get back in
their places. What are these
"urban intellectuals" wearing
themselves? Most of what
these critiquers are wearing
is made in factories in China,
India, Thailand or Mexico.
Maybe it ain't authentic
African freedom seekers
wear, but the spirit resides in
African people no matter
what. They just wanna break
their chains! We damned if
we do and damned if we
don't, but the Nubian

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
White people came to America for
the American Dream. They came as
immigrants. They did not come for
happiness, but property.

Some of the biggest slave holders
and owners in the United States
were gay and women.

Over 540 people have been shot
and killed by police in the United
States in 2016.

Caucasians have bestiality houses
of ill repute all over Europe.

The Romans interest was in power
and they employed violence and
terror as their main weapon for
control. Their raids of nations from
England to the Balkans and Europe
to North Africa were horrendous.
They stole, enslaved, murdered and
abused people whom they placed
under their rule.

The American Empire sees African
people as expendable, but not
African resources.

White women outnumber every
other group in the United States.
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In the U.S., exposing a crime is
most times treated as committing a
crime.

The chief God of Islam is the sun,
and its five-pointed star sits on its
flag and over the systems of the
world.

Racist incidents are spiking across
the U.K.

After being under great pressure
from the Goths and Huns, it was
the Vandals that finally finished
Rome.

Europeans got free land and free
labor from the Americas.

There are a lot of Caucasian pet
owners out there, and polls and
surveys have found that the
overwhelming majority of them
regard their pets, not as animals,
but as bonafide family members to
be loved and cared for with the
same, if not more, feeling,
tenderness, and importantly,
emotional attachment, and need to
protect, as if they were a human.

Caucasians have always
distinguished between Aryan
Christians and Catholic Christians.

Constantine ruled the Roman
Empire with an iron hand and
gained sole rule by manipulation
and stealth. He not only defeated
other emperors but wiped out their
family and armies to leave no one
to rise against him.

TWO BOOKS
The Gospel Of Norma Holt
"The two books are at odds with
each other because the Old
Testament holds the prophecies
given by God to the children of
Israel. The New Testament is a
fanciful book of myths and dreams
based on a three-sided male God
and a host of angels, saints and
devils."

SIN, SUN, SON

The Gospel Of Norma Holt
"Religions claim that certain
activities are due to sin and that
their priests can literally wipe the
slate clean so one can still go to
heaven. It's a trick! There is no
such thing as sin and the devil is
actually God (Isaiah 45:4-8). "
"Sin is a trick to get people into the
religion and keep them there and.Iit
is derived from 'sun'. While priests
claim to forgive them hell is the
lock on the door. This strengthened
the wall that grew too big to
circumvent."

Heru=Shango
Het Heru=Oshun
Sebek=Eshu
Auset=Yemaya
Nekhebet/Uatchet=Oya

THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

ORGANIZED CRIME
The Gospel According To
Michael C. Ruppert
“It’s organized crime. All you do is
you call the Republicans the
Genoveses and you call the
Democrats the Gambinos. The
people at the top, they treat it like a
crap game. It’s their crap game,
like they’re making lots of money.
Occasionally, somebody at the
table shoots each other, but the
moment anything threatens their
crap game, they all unite to protect
it. ... They’re both controlled by the
same financial, economic and
corporate interests.”

F.Y.I.
Ausar = Osiris =
Orishas (Language can
show us the origins)

(OUR STORY)
Take your time, settle in
and let your brain
computer collect and
examine with critical
thinking, the resources you
are about to receive!
CONTROLL THEIR OWN
DESTINY
The Gospel According To
Dr. Yosef ben-Jochannan

Ausar=Obatala

"It is only when Africans stand up
against insults to their integrity and
cultural heritage as men and
women, will they eventually
control their destiny."

Tehuti=Orunamila/Ifa

NUBIANS / KAMITES

Seker=Babulu Aye

KUSHITES

Ma'at=Aje Chagullia

The Gospel According To

Herukhuti=Ogun

Dr. Yosef ben-Jochannan

Kemetian NTRU/Yoruban
Orishas (TREE OF LIFE)
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"We came from the beginning of
the Nile, where God Hapi dwells, at
the foothills of the Mountain of the
Moon."

AMERICAN MEANS
WHITE

Assata Shakur
"We should create media outlets
that help to educate our people and
our children, and not annihilate
their minds."

The Gospel According To

Toni Morrison

Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf

U.S. HORRORS
The Gospel According To
Ida B. Wells
"The lesson this teaches and which
every Black should ponder well, is
that a Winchester rifle should have
a place of honor in every Black
home, and it should be used for that
protection which the law refuses to
give. When the white man who is
always the aggressor knows he runs
as great a risk of biting the dust
every time his Black victim does,
he will have greater respect for
Black life. The more the Black
yields and cringes and begs, the
more he has to do so, the more he is
insulted, outraged and lynched."

A VALUELESS PEOPLE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Martin L. King Jr.
"We as a nation must undergo a
radical revolution of values."

MINDS OF THE
OPPRESSED
The Gospel According To
Steve Biko
"The biggest weapon in the hands
of the oppressors is the minds of
the oppressed."

MEDIA OUTLETS
The Gospel According To

JAMAICA

AFRICA IS NOT POOR

The Gospel According To

"In this country, American means
white. Everybody else has to
hyphenate."

white man's propaganda has made
him the master of the world. And
those who have come in contact
with it and accepted it have become
his slaves.”

"Africa is not poor, it is just poorly
managed."

THE BLACK UNICORN

Gospel According To
Fae A. Ellington
"Jamaica has pockets of violence.
We are not generally known to get
up with machine guns and walk
into schools and theaters and shoot
up people."

The Gospel According To

KEEP GOING

Audra Lorde
...When we speak we are afraid our
words will not be heard nor
welcomed, but when we are silent
we are still afraid. So it is better to
speak remembering we were never
meant to survive

A WORLD POWER

The Gospel According To
Harriet Tubman
"If you hear the dogs, keep going.
If you see the torches in the woods,
keep going. If there's shouting after
you, keep going. Don't ever stop.
Keep going. If you want a taste of
freedom, keep going."

The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
"Help Africa in its struggle to free
itself from Western domination. No
matter where the Black man is, he
will never be respected until Africa
is a world power."

DIGNITY
The Gospel According To

BE FREE

Malcolm X
"Having the opportunity to ride on
the front, the back or the middle of
someone else's bus doesn't dignify
you. When you have your own bus,
then you'll have dignity."

THE WHITE MAN’S
PROPAGANDA
The Gospel According To
Marcus Garvey
“The white man has succeeded in
subduing the world by forcing
everybody to think his way. The

J. Cole

All we wanna do is take the chains
off
All we wanna do is break the
chains off
All we wanna do is be free
All we wanna do is be free

911
Wyclef Jean ft. Mary J. Blige

If death comes for me tonight girl
I want you yo know that I love you
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And no matter how tough I
wouldn't dare
Only to you I would reveal my
tears
So tell the police I ain't home
tonight

"Segregation is what someone does
against you. Separation is what you
do for yourself."

INTRODUCTION TO
AFRICAN
CIVILIZATION

ENDANGERED SPECIES

The Gospel According To

Chris Rock

John G. Jackson

"Are Black men an endangered
species? No, because endangered
species are protected by law,"

IT'S RACIAL ALL
RIGHT!
Jessie Williams
"The idea of having to explain why
it's racial, while we're standing in
our own blood is silly. It's racial
because it doesn't happen to white
people!"

LEAVE THEM THERE

"A number of scholars, both
ancient and modern, have come to
the conclusion that the world's first
civilization was created by a people
known as the Ethiopians. The name
"Ethiopian" we owe to the ancient
Greeks. When the Greeks came in
contact with the dusky inhabitants
of Africa and Asia, they called
them the "burnt faces". The Greek
word for burnt was "ETHIO" and
the word for face was OPS. So
ETHIPS plus OPS became
ETHIOPIAN."

Iyanla Vanzant

AMERICA & PEACE
"American has never used peace to
gain it's freedom"
"This country was built off of war,
slavery and the murdering of the
indigenous people. So quit with the
morality speeches."

WEAPON OF CHOICE
The Gospel According To
Kenneth S. Carr
"My weapon is media, lectures,
protest, organization."

SEPARATION
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X

The Gospel According to
Dr. Amos Wilson
“There shall be no racial harmony
for the next twenty or thirty years
ladies and gentlemen. You’ve got
to get use to the idea, if you are
going to win your freedom, that
you are going to be disliked by a lot
of people and a lot of ethnic
groups. You’ve got to get use to
living with great tension if you are
going to reclaim yourself and
reclaim your life! If you are trying
to maintain peace and harmony
with every other group, they are
going to put conditions on it. You
can maintain harmony as long as
you don’t disturb their economic
domination.”

EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES
The Gospel According To
Professor George James
"All the great religious leaders
from Moses to Christ were initiates
of the Egyptian Mysteries."

"You have to meet people where
they are, and sometimes you have
to leave them there."

David Banner

RACIAL HARMONY

WE LOVE YOU
Unknown Contributor
"Loving Blackness is a thankless
job. White people think you are
racist and Black people think you
are crazy!"

F.Y.I.
Leaky Gut Healers:
Slippery Elm
Marshmallow root
Licorice

RACIAL IDENTITY

Turmeric

The Gospel According to

Cat's Claw

Dr. Amos Wilson

Yarrow

“An education that does not
include how to overthrow White
supremacy among Black people
and how to destroy White power
over Black people is not African
centered. I don’t care how much
culture you teach, how much
history you teach, it’s not about
that.

Plantain
Ginger
Coconut Oil
Glutamine
Propolis
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Chamomile

Has anybody stood up to say that

We know why the caged bird

Green Leafy Vegetables

Christianity is a religion of peace?
Baaahaaa! No, we are not joking!

sings! Do you?

Melanin can cause altered states of

would have to use "back doors" if
Black people hadn't fought white
people, guns and dogs for Civil
Rights and such. .

consciousness.

Harriet Tubman rules- You must

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
"LOW BLOWS"
1-800-eat-shyt
Edition
Parental Advisory

have agents and counter agents
when your enemy is clandestine
and treacherous. At times you have
to even have masquerade. Anybody
that thinks they gonna keep it real
24/7 in the Belly of the Beast, may
be a dam fool. Just be careful of
those that want to be all up in your
business too much. If you want
your business out in the street and
all in a computerized network, suit
yourself. Keep it 0 or 100 in all the
wrong places. They seem to think
we are ignorant anyway!

The Sahara Desert covers 1/3 the
continent of Africa, an area larger
than the United States.

What has President Obama
promised and delivered to Black
folks exclusively? So you think
everybody is gonna have the
American Dream?

Many of the immigrants in the U.S.

Western medicine and Western
religion are not meant to heal you.

Moor Black Grapevine news- Not
that many years ago, GM made
automobiles in Flint, Michigan and
you couldn't drink the water in
Mexico...After 7+ years of the
government's "help", GM now
makes cars in Mexico and you can't
drink the water in Flint,!!!

Americas female prison population
has grown by about 800%. Is
Orange the new Black for females?
Looks like freedom, liberation and
independence were catch phrases
back in the 70's & 80's!

In the United States, value of life is
based on what you own and
control. Are you worst more than 2
cents. Know ya worth!

May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

See for yourself, listen for yourself
and think for yourself.

on economics.

Terrorist do not take Black people

There is no double-standard. White

Black women and Black men are

hostage, unless you doing
something you got no business
doing!

Black GrapeVine news- Once

Language most often tells where
you came from. Indigenous people
have their own language and
usually a script and a text. People,
corporations and individuals can
play all the mind games they want
with DNA, but when one opens
their mouth to communicate, and
the brain speaks, a story is told
about acts and choices.

No doubt, your daughters are going
to be required to register for the
military draft.

Modern Roman America Empire
bullshyt- Ain't nothing open after 2
o'clock except legs and butts!

supremacy is the standard!
Barack Obama spanked Hillary
Clinton's ass good when running
for the Presidency. Now Negroes
wanna go backwards and serve her.
Could some of us be looking at the
world ass backwards?

George Zimmerman is a Christian
Black GrapeVine news- Social
integration has failed. Disagree?
Call 1-800-eat-shyt to voice your
statistics

The head of the IRS states that the
IRS stopped over $1 billion in
fraudulent refunds claimed by
identity thieves on more than
170,000 tax returns.

Racism is a group concept, based

having less and less success with
each other. Marriages are failing
rapidly and families are falling
apart. Only the strong survive.

Diabetes kills more Blacks,
Latinos, and Native Americans
than anyone else in the United
States.

Wigga news- White scientist hope
to make male pregnancy and transgender pregnancy a reality within 5
years.

If a Black female carries a parasite
in her womb from laying with a
vampire, there will be a sulfuric
smell.

Hispanics have always been
classified as White people. They
were basically classified as white
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folks who speak Spanish. For the
most part, these people's
nationalities are ignored and they
are lumped into a manageable
group called Hispanics (Latinos).

The Nubian Times
people to be high-performance.

mentioning. Socialism in a
capitalistic society does not work.

The six best doctors for Black

For the 2017 filing season, the IRS

folks: sunshine, water, ,rest, air
exercise and diet.

is going to be expanding a W-2
Verification Code pilot program for
the 2017 filing season. This
involves a special code included on
W-2s, which is entered on the tax
return to confirm the accuracy and
integrity of electronically filed
returns. Identity thief is a bytch
when it comes to taking other
people's cheddar in this rat race.

Melanin Blackness allows Black

A Black scientist just published a
report that 97% of terminal cancer
patients had root canals procedures.
Somebody do some research. This
could be a low down, dirty, rotten
shame!

Father's Day means less to Black
people in America, than it does all
immigrants coming to America.
Black people in the Americas were
never meant to have families or be
protected by their men.

The Negro and Negress Snitch

itself. Beware of chemicals that
bond with your surface layer of
skin.

crews are doing their daily work.
Often called the Black Po-Po, these
insecure adults yap, make shyt up,
and report to anybody that will
listen. We are not talking about any
illegal activities anybody is doing.
These snitches just like to be as
hurtful as the KKK. They are more
like jealous hearted male and
female bytches. They are miserable
and love to spew venom. They
ain't got no bizness of their own, so
their mission is to destroy
somebody else's. They play a
lonely game, with nothing positive
to say. Beware ! Disagree? Call 1800-eat-shyt to voice your views!

Stats show that one-in-six NFL

Religions claim that certain

Dylann Roof is a Christian.

football players will file for
bankruptcy after they retire.

Melanin granules are central

Washington D.C. was once

computers. Don't mess your
melanin up with whitening
products. You could live life off
key!

Chocolate City, 80% Black. It's
now about 40% Black. Chocolate
City is gone!

activities are due to sin and that
their priests can literally wipe the
slate clean so one can still go to
heaven. Well, that's if you got any
money. Always exceptions to this
rule, but not many.

If you are expecting some vetted

are serving "LIFE" terms in jail, for
non-violent crimes. 65% of them
are Black.

The GUARDIAN of racism in the
United States is the Supreme Court.

The fake hair battles are still raging

Melanin is not exactly carbon,

on.

because it absorbs and rearranges
electrons throughout the entire
molecule.

Over half the Black folks in
America are un-employed.
Disagree? Call 1-800-eat-shyt with
your feelings!

Jesus was not a Christian.
Meanwhile all white people
everywhere still benefit from the
parasitic economic system which
has as its foundation the
enslavement and continued
exploitation of African people.

entertainers to save you or finance
your people's dreams, you might
just as well wait on Jesus, Allah,
Buddha or the Ghost Busters!
'Sin' is derived from 'sun' which is
also the same as 'san' and 'son'.
Moor Black GrapeVine news- In
modern war, you are attacked on
many fronts and on many levels. If
you think somebody gonna face
you straight up, you stoopid!

Black dudes that marry white girls
should take on the girl's last name
and make it obvious that they will
defend her tribe.

Every 28 days your skin replaces

3,200 people in the United States

How much of the QLGBT
community in the U.S. is Black? Is
it 10 to 12%? Who knows?

Civil Rights and Social Integration
are at odds with Capitalism. Civil
Rights and Social integration
means that Black folks don't own
any wealth, power or resources.
Don't own anything worth

Great Empires are lost because
they cannot see their weaknesses.

If you take a DNA test and it says
any part of you is Latino or
Hispanic, you have been made a
dam fool of. Sue that company
Shawty. lmao!

Black people are the only people in
America that get put on trial for
being murdered.

EMMANUEL DRED
WILME LIVES,
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MUHAMMAD ALI
LIVES, KIMBO
SLICE LIVES, IYA
FULANI SUNNI ALI
LIVES, ALTON
STERLING LIVES,
MOREESE BICKHAM
LIVES, PHILANDO
CASTILE LIVES,
MICAH XAVIER
JOHNSON LIVES and
BERNIE WORRELL
LIVE!
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They reported on the news the
other day, that 1.5 million Black
men are missing. NO SHYT
SHERLOCK! They are not in
prison, but missing from daily life.

Moor Wigga news- Somewhere
somebody is thinking your
innocent, child would enjoy
something stuck up their butt!

Black Lives Matter to whom?

Don't get all butt hurt over
this!
Don't give your love to somebody

Black people in the U.S. were the
only people classified as property.

No one can inherit food stamps,
public housing or a government
job.

States lives in poverty. It is easier
for them to get a gun than food.

that only cares about themselves.
You gonna regret it. Their premise
is either you ain't shyt or you a
dumb ass ni99a. Ain't no
cooperation in that!

Moor Wigga news- White people

How many Africans can live in

security or medical benefits.

peace with Arabs?

If work was good for you, the rich
would leave none for the poor.

1 in every 3 children in the United

are only against affirmative action
for Black people, but not when it
pertains to them.

A lot of knuckleheads get pissed
off when good things don't happen
to them. Watch out for the hissy
fits. Sometimes the American
Dream is a lifetime of nightmares!.

White people have been taking
advantage of affirmative action
plans since its inception.

Melanin is an extremely stable
molecule.

You cannot get Black wealth
unless you have a Black
community. If white people pay
you personally, that isn't making a
Black community. That could be
you big chance to run away or do
Black flight.

Caffeine, salt and cocaine speed up
the brain. Sugar, heroin and alcohol
slow the brain down. Sometimes
you up and sometimes you down,
but you always trippin’ Yo with
that processed food.

President Obama has helped to

President Obama is the President
of all the racist. S'up!

Slaves were not given social

make trans-sexuals a protected
class. We are not sure if that
includes Black trans-sexuals or
gays.

Get your passport. You might

What you eat, becomes you! Oink!

wouldn't know! Pretending has to
be a part of Black counterintelligence. 0 to 100 real fast!

Oink!

Immigrants plan to dominate Black
folks in this U.S. climate.
Immigrants take advantage of
affirmative action programs and
social benefits. Things Black
people fought to get, immigrants
now get them free.

Melanin is a re-agent that turns
sunlight Black.

Social integration is economic
suicide.

Goddesses don't get fleas, but
bytches do!

In what generation did males start
gravitating towards synthetic
women? Could it possibly be
before the Millennials? How long
Blacks folks been Doin' Da Butt?

really have to get out of Dodge
before the sun goes down.

Is it painful, not to pretend? I

HOW TO PICK
A
WATERMELON
Unknown Contributor

Every day I see people
banging on watermelons
trying to pick the best
one. Here's the real deal
on picking the sweetest
Watermelon: 1. Make
sure it has a prominent
yellow spot. This is
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where it sat on the
ground ripening. No spot
= premature pick = not
ripe. 2. Look for
"webbing". This is the
brown, course web
looking materiel. This is
caused when bees
pollinate the flower and
scar the membranes that
later forms the fruit. The
more pollination = more
webbing = sweeter fruit.
3. Look for black hard
globs seeping out. This is
sugar not insects or
rotting. Thank you!

BLACK
FACTS

The Black woman has the highest
functional pineal gland in humans.

Africans were smelting iron more
than 2,000 years ago, in an area in
East Africa, in Northern Tanzania.

Black people do not have the
power to be racist. They can only
react to racism.

Had it not been for the Arab slave

the United States that are not
immigrants.

The Ishango Bone (carbon dated)

race.

example of a Negrito republic in
Europe.

contributions made by ancient
Egypt was paper making. Paper
was originally made from papyrus.

The pyramids were water

Kush, meaning Black was the

purification plants.

ancient name for Ethiopia and India
was known in ancient times as
Indus Kush.

Caucasians never considered the
Moors or Mauros a different race
than the Numidians, who they
considered Black. .

Melanin is a civilizing molecule.
The Mountain of the Moon
(Kilimanjaro) is around these
countries, in the heat of Africa:
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda,
Burundi, Uganda and the Sudan.

derived by the Greeks from Egypt.

One of the most important

From 1865 to1893 there were over
1,000 documented cases of Black
men, women and children who had
been hanged, shot and burned to
death by white mobs in America.

SAY THEIR
NAMES!
~

In 1609 about one million Moors
entered into France at the Invitation
of King Henry IV. This was the
Moors final expulsion from Spain.

Africans taught mathematics to the
Greeks.

99% of Black people in the

The Orissa, one of the oldest

loc and braids for thousands of
years.

Racism is a group activity.

Melanin is the key to the Black

Portugal was once the first

is evidence that a mathematical
system was in Africa at least 8.000
years ago. It was found in Zaire
(Congo).
cultures in Northeast India. goes
back at least 5,000 years into
antiquity.

stock in more ancient than
Caucasian or Mongolian.

Knowledge of geometry was first

of Caucasians has done a lot to turn
Nubian people across our planet
into confusion, hatred and
venomous beings.

Black people are the only people in

Most scientist agree that Negroid

trade, Africans would have had
enough energy and organization to
resist the European slave trade.

The Social and Religious Construct

All knowledge is rooted in
reality

pointed shoes. Most were insanely
murdered by European invaders, so
you are hard pressed to get any
information on or about them.

Americas are direct descendants of
people who were made slaves.

African people have been wearing

Indigenous people (Native
Americans) that lived on the East
Coast typically wore turbans and

SEE YA!

